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As you all know, this year is the seventieth anniversary of the

foundation of the Society for Psychical Research. From the very

beginning, the problem of Survival has been one of the main
interests of the Society

;
and that is my excuse, if any excuse is

needed, for discussing some aspects of the problem this evening.

I shall not, however, talk about the evidence for Survival. In
this lecture I am only concerned with the conception of Survival

;

with the meaning of the Survival Hypothesis, and not with its

truth or falsity. When we consider the Survival Hypothesis,

whether we believe it or disbelieve it, what is it that we have in

mind? Can we form any idea, even a rough and provisional one,

of what a disembodied human life might be like? Supposing we
cannot, it will follow that what is called the Survival Hypothesis

is a mere set of words and not a hypothesis at all. The evidence

adduced in favour of it might still be evidence for something, and
perhaps for something important, but we should no longer have

the right to claim that it is evidence for Survival. There cannot

be evidence for something which is completely unintelligible to us.

Now let us consider the situation in which we find ourselves

after seventy years of psychical research. A very great deal of

work has been done on the problem of Survival, and much of the

best work by members of our Society. Yet there are the widest

differences of opinion about the results. A number of intelligent

persons would maintain that we now have a very large mass of

evidence in favour of Survival
;

that some of it is of very good
quality indeed, and cannot be explained away unless we suppose

that the supernormal cognitive powers of some embodied human
minds are vastly more extensive and more accurate than we can
easily believe them to be

;
in short, that on the evidence available

the Survival Hypothesis is more probable than not. Some people
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—and not all of them are silly or credulous—would even maintain

that the Survival Hypothesis is proved, or as near to being so as

any empirical hypothesis can be. On the other hand, there are

also many intelligent persons who entirely reject these conclusions.

Some of them, no doubt, have not taken the trouble to examine
the evidence. But others of them have

;
they may even have

given years of study to it. They would agree that the evidence is

evidence of something
,
and very likely of something important.

But, they would say, it cannot be evidence of Survival
;

there

must be some alternative explanation of it, however difficult it may
be to find out. Why do they take this line? I think it is because

they find the very conception of Survival unintelligible. The
very idea of a ‘discarnate human personality’ seems to them a

muddled or absurd one
;

indeed not an idea at all, but just a

phrase—an emotionally exciting one, no doubt—to which no
clear meaning can be given.

Moreover, we cannot just ignore the people who have not

examined the evidence. Some of our most intelligent and most
highly educated contemporaries are among them. These men are

well aware, by this time, that the evidence does exist, even if

their predecessors fifty years ago were not. If you asked them
why they do not trouble to examine it in detail, they would be

able to offer reasons for their attitude. And one of their reasons,

and not the least weighty in their eyes, is the contention I men-
tioned just now, that the very idea of Survival is a muddled or

absurd one. To borrow an example from Whately Carington,

we know pretty well what we mean by asking whether Jones has

survived a shipwreck. We are asking whether he continues to

live after the shipwreck has occurred. Similarly it makes sense

to ask whether he survived a railway accident, or the bombing of

London. But if we substitute ‘his own death’ for ‘a shipwreck’,

and ask whether he has survived it, our question (it will be urged)

becomes unintelligible. Indeed, it looks self-contradictory, as if we
were asking whether Jones is still alive at a time when he is no

longer alive—whether Jones is both alive and not alive at the same
time. We may try to escape from this logical absurdity by using

phrases like ‘discarnate existence’, ‘alive, but disembodied’. But

such phrases, it will be said, have no clear meaning. No amount
of facts, however well established, can have the slightest tendency

to support a meaningless hypothesis, or to answer an unintelligible

question. It would therefore be a waste of time to examine such

facts in detail. There are other and more important things to do.

If I am right so far, questions about the meaning of the word
‘survival’ or of the phrase ‘life after death’ are not quite so arid
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and academic as they may appear. Anyone who wants to maintain

that there is empirical evidence for Survival ought to consider

these questions, whether he thinks the evidence strong or weak.

Indeed, anyone who thinks there is a problem, of Survival at all

should ask himself what his conception of Survival is.

Now why should it be thought that the very idea of life after

death is unintelligible? Surely it is easy enough to conceive

(whether or not it is true) that experiences might occur after

Jones’s death which are linked with experiences which he had
before his death, in such a way that his personal identity is pre-

served? But, it will be said, the idea of after-death experiences is

just the difficulty. What kind of experiences could they conceiv-

ably be? In a disembodied state, the supply of sensory stimuli is

perforce cut off, because the supposed experient has no sense

organs and no nervous system. There can therefore be no sense-

perception. One has no means of being aware of material objects

any longer
;
and if one has not, it is hard to see how one could have

any emotions or wishes either. For all the emotions and wishes

we have in this present life are concerned directly or indirectly

with material objects, including of course our own organisms and
other organisms, especially other human ones. In short, one could

only be said to have experiences at all, if one is aware of some sort

of a world. In this way, the idea of Survival is bound up with

the idea of ‘another world’ or a ‘next world’. Anyone who
maintains that the idea of Survival is after all intelligible must also

be claiming that we can form some conception, however rough and
provisional, of what ‘the next world’ or ‘the other world’ might be
like. The sceptics I have in mind would say that we can form no
such conception at all

;
and this, I think, is one of the main reasons

why they hold that the conception of Survival itself is unintelli-

gible. I wish to suggest, on the contrary, that we can form some
conception, in outline at any rate, of what a ‘next world’ or

‘another world’ might be like, and consequently of the kind of

experiences which disembodied minds, if indeed there are such,

might be supposed to have.

The thoughts which I wish to put before you on this subject

are not at all original. Something very like them is to be found in

the chapter on Survival in Whately Carington’s book Telepathy
,

and in the concluding chapter of Professor C. J. Ducasse’s book
Nature

,
Mind and Death .

1 Moreover, if I am not mistaken, the
Hindu conception of Kama Loka (literally ‘the world of desire’)

1 C. J. Ducasse, Nature, Mind and Death (La Salle, Illinois, Open
Court Publishing Co., 1951).
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is essentially the same as the one which I wish to discuss
;
and

something very similar is to be found in Mahayana Buddhism.
In these two religions, of course, there is not just one ‘other

world’ but several different ‘other worlds’, which we are supposed
to experience in succession

;
not merely the Next World, but the

next but one, and another after that. But I think it will be quite

enough for us to consider just the Next World, without troubling

ourselves about any additional Other Worlds which there might be.

It is a sufficiently difficult task, for us Western people, to convince

ourselves that it makes sense to speak of any sort of after-death

world at all. Accordingly, with your permission, I shall use the

expressions ‘next world’ and ‘other world’ interchangeably. If

anyone thinks this an over-simplification, it will be easy for him
to make the necessary corrections.

The Next World, I think, might be conceived as a kind of dream-
world. When we are asleep, sensory stimuli are cut off, or at any
rate are prevented from having their normal effects upon our
brain-centres. But we still manage to have experiences. It is

true that sense-perception no longer occurs, but something

sufficiently like it does. In sleep, our image-producing powers,

which are more or less inhibited in waking life by a continuous

bombardment of sensory stimuli, are released from this inhibition.

And then we are provided with a multitude of objects of awareness,

about which we employ our thoughts and towards which we have

desires and emotions. Those objects which we are aware of

behave in a way which seems very queer to us when we wake up.

The laws of their behaviour are not the laws of physics. But
however queer their behaviour is, it does not at all disconcert

us at the time, and our personal identity is not broken.

In other words, my suggestion is that the Next World, if there

is one, might be a world of mental images. Nor need such a world

be so ‘thin and unsubstantial’ as you might think. Paradoxical

as it may sound, there is nothing imaginary about a mental image.

It is an actual entity, as real as anything can be. The seeming

paradox arises from the ambiguity of the verb ‘to imagine’. It

does sometimes mean ‘to have mental images’. But more usually

it means ‘to entertain prepositions without believing them’
;
and

very often they are false propositions, and moreover we Jwbelieve

them in the act of entertaining them. This is what happens, for

example, when we read Shakespeare’s play The Tempest
,
and that

is why we say that Prospero and Ariel are ‘imaginary characters’.

Mental images are not in this sense imaginary at all. We do
actually experience them, and they are no more imaginary than

sensations. To avoid the paradox, though at the cost of some
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pedantry, it would be well to distinguish between imagining and
imaging

,
and to have two different adjectives ‘imaginary’ and

‘imagy’. In this terminology, it is imaging, and not imagining,

that I wish to talk about
;
and the Next World, as I am trying to

conceive of it, is an imagy world, but not on that account an

imaginary one.

Indeed, to those who experienced it an image-world would be

just as ‘real’ as this present world is
;
and perhaps so like it, that

they would have considerable difficulty in realising that they were

dead. We are, of course, sometimes told in mediumistic com-
munications that quite a lot of people do find it difficult to realise

that they are dead
;
and this is just what we should expect if the

Next World is an image-world. Lord Russell and other philo-

sophers have maintained that a material object in this present

physical world is nothing more nor less than a complicated system

of appearances. So far as I can see, there might be a set of visual

images related to each other perspectivally, with front views and

side views and back views all fitting neatly together in the way
that ordinary visual appearances do now. Such a group of images

might contain tactual images too. Similarly it might contain

auditory images and smell images. Such a family of inter-related

images would make a pretty good object. It would be quite a

satisfactory substitute for the material objects which we perceive

in this present life. And a whole world composed of such families

of mental images would make a perfectly good world.

It is possible, however, and indeed likely, that some of those

images would be what Francis Galton called generic images. An
image representing a dog or a tree need not necessarily be an

exact replica of some individual dog or tree one has perceived.

It might rather be a representation of a typical dog or tree. Our
memories are more specific on some subjects than on others.

How specific they are, depends probably on the degree of interest

we had in the individual objects or events at the time when we
perceived them. An event which moved us deeply is likely to be

remembered specifically and in detail
;
and so is an individual

object to which we were much attached (for example, the home of

our childhood). But with other objects which interested us less

and were less attended to, we retain only a ‘general impression’ of

a whole class of objects collectively. Left to our own resources,

as we should be in the Other World, with nothing but our

memories to depend on, we should probably be able to form only

generic images of such objects. In this respect, an image-world

would not be an exact replica of this one, not even of those parts

of this one which we have actually perceived. To some extent
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it would be, so to speak, a generalised picture, rather than a

detailed reproduction.

Let us now put our question in another way, and ask what kind

of experience a disembodied human mind might be supposed to

have. We can then answer that it might be an experience in which
imaging replaces sense-perception

;
‘replaces’ it, in the sense that

imaging would perform much the same function as sense-

perception performs now, by providing us with objects about

which we could have thoughts, emotions and wishes. There is no
reason why we should not be ‘as much alive’, or at any rate feel

as much alive, in an image-world as we do now in this present

material world, which we perceive by means of our sense-organs

and nervous systems. And so the use of the word ‘survival’

(‘life after death’) would be perfectly justifiable.

It will be objected, perhaps, that one cannot be said to be alive

unless one has a body. But what is meant here by ‘alive’? It is

surely conceivable (whether or not it is true) that experiences

should occur which are not causally connected with a physical

organism. If they did, should we or should we not say that

‘life’ was occurring? I do not think it matters much whether we
answer Yes or No. It is purely a question of definition. If you
define ‘life’ in terms of certain very complicated physico-chemical

processes, as some people would, then of course life after death is

by definition impossible, because there is no longer anything to be

alive. In that case, the problem of survival
(life after bodily death)

is misnamed. Instead, it ought to be called the problem of after-

death experiences. And this is in fact the problem with which all

investigators of the subject have been concerned. After all, what
people want to know, when they ask whether we survive death, is

simply whether experiences occur after death, or what likelihood,

if any, there is that they do
;
and whether such experiences, if

they do occur, are linked with each other and with ante mortem

ones in such a way that personal identity is preserved. It is not

physico-chemical processes which interest us, when we ask such

questions. But there is another sense of the words ‘life’ and
‘alive’ which may be called the psychological sense

;
and in this

sense ‘being alive’ just means ‘having experiences of certain sorts’.

In this psychological sense of the word ‘life’, it is perfectly intel-

ligible to ask whether there is life after death, even though life in

the physiological sense does ex hypothesi come to an end when
someone dies. Or, if you like, the question is whether one could

feel alive after bodily death, even though (by hypothesis) one

would not he alive at that time. It will be just enough to satisfy
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most of us if the feeling of being alive continues after death. It

will not make a halfpennyworth of difference that one will not

then be alive in the physiological or biochemical sense of the word.

It may be said, however, that ‘feeling alive’ (life in the psycho-

logical sense) cannot just be equated with having experiences in

general. Feeling alive, surely, consists in having experiences of a

special sort, namely organic sensations—bodily feelings of various

sorts. In our present experience, these bodily feelings are not

as a rule separately attended to unless they are unusually intense

or unusually painful. They are a kind of undifferentiated mass
in the background of consciousness. All the same, it would be

said, they constitute our feeling of being alive
;
and if they were

absent (as surely they must be when the body is dead) the feeling

of being alive could not be there.

I am not at all sure that this argument is as strong as it looks.

I think we should still feel alive—or alive enough—provided we
experienced emotions and wishes, even if no organic sensations

accompanied these experiences, as they do now. But in case I am
wrong here, I would suggest that images of organic sensations

could perfectly well provide what is needed. We can quite well

image to ourselves what it feels like to be in a warm bath, even

when we are not actually in one
;

and a person who has been

crippled can image what it felt like to climb a mountain. Moreover,

I would ask whether we do not feel alive when we are dreaming.

It seems to me that we obviously do—or at any rate quite alive

enough to go on with.

This is not all. In an image-world, a dream-like world such as

I am trying to describe, there is no reason at all why there should

not be visual images resembling the body which one had in this

present world. In this present life (for all who are not blind)

visual percepts of one’s own body form as it were the constant

centre of one’s perceptual world. It is perfectly possible that

visual images of one’s own body might perform the same function

in the next. They might form the continuing centre or nucleus

of one’s image world, remaining more or less constant while

other images altered. If this were so, we should have an additional

reason for expecting that recently dead people would find it

difficult to realise that they were dead, that is, disembodied.

To all appearances they would have bodies just as they had before,

and pretty much the same ones. But, of course, they might

discover in time that these image-bodies were subject to rather

peculiar causal laws. For example, it might be found that in an

image-world our wishes tend ipso facto to fulfil themselves in a

way they do not now. A wish to go to Oxford might be immedi-
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ately followed by the occurrence of a vivid and detailed set of

Oxford-like images
;

even though, at the moment before, one’s

images had resembled Piccadilly Circus or the palace of the

Dalai Lama in Tibet. In that case, one would realise that ‘going

somewhere’—transferring one’s body from one place to another

—

was a rather different process from what it had been in the

physical world. Reflecting on such experiences, one might come
to the conclusion that one’s body was not after all the same as the

physical body one had before death. One might conclude perhaps
that it must be a ‘spiritual’ or ‘psychical’ body, closely resembling

the old body in appearance, but possessed of rather different

causal properties. It has been said, of course, that phrases like

‘spiritual body’ or ‘psychical body’ are utterly unintelligible, and
that no conceivable empirical meaning could be given to such
expressions. But I would suggest that they might be a way
(rather a misleading way perhaps) of referring to a set of body-like

images. If our supposed dead empiricist continued his investiga-

tions, he might discover that his whole world—not only his own
body, but everything else he was aware of—had different causal

properties from the physical world, even though everything in it

had shape, size, colour and other qualities which material objects

have now. And so eventually, by the exercise of ordinary induc-

tive good sense, he could draw the conclusion that he was in ‘the

next world’ or ‘the other world’ and no longer in this one. If,

however, he were a very dogmatic philosopher, who distrusted

inductive good sense and preferred a priori reasoning, I do not

know what condition he Would be in. Probably he would never

discover that he was dead at all. Being persuaded, on a priori

grounds, that life after death was impossible, he might insist on
thinking that he must still be in this world, and refuse to pay any
attention to the new and strange causal laws which more empirical

thinkers would notice.

I think, then, that there is no difficulty in conceiving that the

experience of feeling alive could occur in the absence of a physical

organism
;

or, if you prefer to put it so, a disembodied personality

could he alive in the psychological sense, even though by definition

it would not be alive in the physiological or biochemical sense.

Moreover, I do not see why disembodiment need involve the

destruction of personal identity. It is, of course, sometimes
supposed that personal identity depends on the continuance of a

background of organic sensation—the ‘mass of bodily feeling’

mentioned before. (This may be called the Somato-centric

Analysis of personal identity.) We must notice, however, that

this background of organic sensation is not literally the same
8
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from one period of time to another. The very most that can

happen is that the organic sensations which form the background

of my experience now should be exactly similar to those which
were the background of my experience a minute ago. And as

a matter of fact the present ones need not all be exactly similar to

the previous ones. I might have a twinge of toothache now which
I did not have then. I may even have an overall feeling of

lassitude now which I did not have a minute ago, so that the whole
mass of bodily feeling, and not merely one part of it, is rather

different
;
and this would not interrupt my personal identity at

all. The most that is required is only that the majority (not all)

of my organic sensations should be closely (not exactly) similar

to those I previously had. And even this is only needed if the

two occasions are close together in my private time series
;

the

organic sensations I have now might well be very unlike those I

used to have when I was one year old. I say ‘in my private time

series’. For when I wake up after eight hours of dreamless sleep

my personal identity is not broken, though in the physical or

public time series there has been a long interval between the last

organic sensations I experienced before falling asleep, and the

first ones I experience when I wake up. But if similarity, and not

literal sameness, is all that is required of this ‘continuing organic

background’, it seems to me that the continuity of it could be

perfectly well preserved if there were organic images after death

very like the organic sensations which occurred before death.

As a matter of fact, this whole ‘somato-centric’ analysis of per-

sonal identity appears to me highly disputable. I should have

thought that Locke was much nearer the truth when he said that

personal identity depends on memory. But I have tried to show
that even if the ‘somato-centric’ theory of personal identity is

right, there is no reason why personal identity need be broken by
bodily death, provided there are images after death which suffi-

ciently resemble the organic sensations one had before
;
and this

is very like what happens when one falls asleep and begins

dreaming.

There is, however, another argument against the conceivability

of a disembodied person, to which some present-day Linguistic

Philosophers would attach great weight. It is neatly expressed

by Mr A. G. N. Flew when he says, ‘People are what you meet .’ 1

1 University
,
Vol. ii, no. 2, p. 38; in a symposium on ‘Death’ with

Professor D. M. Mackinnon. Mr Flew obviously uses ‘people’ as the

plural of ‘person’
;
but if we are to be linguistic, I am inclined to think

that the nuances of ‘people’ are not quite the same as those of ‘person’.
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By ‘a person’ we are supposed to mean a human organism which
behaves in certain ways, and especially one which speaks and can

be spoken to. And when we say, ‘This is the same person whom
I saw yesterday’, we are supposed to mean just that it is the same
human organism which I saw yesterday, and also that it behaves

in a recognisably similar way.

‘People are what you meet.’ With all respect to Mr Flew, I

would suggest that he does not in this sense ‘meet’ himself. He
might indeed have had one of those curious out-of-body experi-

ences which are occasionally mentioned in our records, and he
might have seen his own body from outside (if he has, I heartily

congratulate him)
;
but I do not think we should call this ‘meeting’.

And surely the important question is, what constitutes my personal

identity for myself. It certainly does not consist in the fact that

other people can ‘meet’ me. It might be that I was for myself the

same person as before, even at a time when it was quite impossible

for others to meet me. No one can ‘meet’ me when I am dreaming.

They can, of course, come and look at my body lying in bed
;

but this is not ‘meeting’, because no sort of social relations are

then possible between them and me. Yet, although temporarily

‘unmeetable’, during my dreams I am still, for myself, the same
person that I was. And if I went on dreaming in perpetuum

,
and

could never be ‘met’ again, this need not prevent me from con-

tinuing to be, for myself, the same person.

As a matter of fact, however, we can quite easily conceive that

‘meeting’ of a kind might still be possible between discarnate

experients. And therefore, even if we do make it part of the

definition of a ‘a person’, that he is capable of being met by others,

it will still make sense to speak of ‘discarnate persons’, provided

we allow that telepathy is possible between them. It is true that

a special sort of telepathy would be needed
;
the sort which in this

life produces telepathic apparitions. It would not be sufficient

that A’s thoughts or emotions should be telepathically affected

by B’s. If such telepathy were sufficiently prolonged and con-

tinuous, and especially if it were reciprocal, it would indeed have

some of the characteristics of social intercourse
;
but I do not

think we should call it ‘meeting’, at any rate in Mr Flew’s sense

of the word. It would be necessary, in addition, that A should be

aware of something which could be called ‘B’s body’, or should

have an experience not too unlike the experience of seeing another

person in this life. This additional condition would be satisfied

When we use the word ‘person’, in the singular or the plural, the notion

of consciousness is more prominently before our minds than it is when
we use the word ‘people’.
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if A experienced a telepathic apparition of B. It would be neces-

sary, further, that the telepathic apparition by means of which B
‘announces himself’ (if one may put it so) should be recognisably

similar on different occasions. And if it were a case of meeting

some person again whom one had previously known in this world,

the telepathic apparition would have to be recognisably similar

to the physical body which that person had when he was still alive.

There is no reason why an image-world should not contain a

number of images which are telepathic apparitions
;
and if it did,

one could quite intelligently speak of ‘meeting other persons’ in

such a world. All the experiences I have when I meet another

person in this present life could still occur, with only this differ-

ence, that percepts would be replaced by images. It would also

be possible for another person to ‘meet’ me in the same manner,

if I, as telepathic agent, could cause him to experience a suitable

telepathic apparition, sufficiently resembling the body I used to

have when he formerly ‘met’ me in this life.

I now turn to another problem which may have troubled some
of you. If there be a next world, where is it? Surely it must be
somewhere. But there does not seem to be any room for it. We
can hardly suppose that it is up in the sky (i.e. outside the Earth’s

atmosphere) or under the surface of the earth, as Homer and
Vergil seemed to think. Such suggestions may have contented

our ancestors, and the Ptolemaic astronomy may have made them
acceptable, for some ages, even to the learned

;
but they will

hardly content us. Surely the next world, if it exists, must be

somewhere
;
and yet, it seems, there is nowhere for it to be.

The answer to this difficulty is easy if we conceive of the Next
World in the way I have suggested, as a dream-like world of

mental images. Mental images, including dream images, are in

a space of their own. They do have spatial properties. Visual

images, for instance, have extension and shape, and they have

spatial relations to one another. But they have no spatial relation

to objects in the physical world. If I dream of a tiger, my tiger-

image has extension and shape. The dark stripes have spatial

relations to the yellow parts, and to each other
;
the nose has a

spatial relation to the tail. Again, the tiger image as a whole may
have spatial relations to another image in my dream, for example
to an image resembling a palm tree. But suppose we have to ask

how far it is from the foot of my bed, whether it is three inches

long, or longer, or shorter
;

is it not obvious that these questions

are absurd ones? We cannot answer them, not because we lack

the necessary information or find it impracticable to make the
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necessary measurements, but because the questions themselves

have no meaning. In the space of the physical world these images

are nowhere at all. But in relation to other images of mine, each

of them is somewhere. Each of them is extended, and its parts

are in spatial relations to one another. There is no a priori

reason why all extended entities must be in physical space.

If we now apply these considerations to the Next World, as I am
conceiving of it, we see that the question ‘where is it?’ simply does

not arise. An image-world would have a space of its own. We
could not find it anywhere in the space of the physical world,

but this would not in the least prevent it from being a spatial

world all the same. If you like, it would be its own ‘where’. 1

I am tempted to illustrate this point by referring to the fairy-

tale of Jack and the Beanstalk. I am not of course suggesting that

we should take the story seriously. But if we were asked to try

to make sense of it, how should we set about it? Obviously the

queer world which Jack found was not at the top of the beanstalk

in the literal, spatial, sense of the words ‘at the top of’. Perhaps

he found some very large pole rather like a beanstalk, and climbed

up it. But (we shall say) when he got to the top he suffered an
abrupt change of consciousness, and began to have a dream or

waking vision of a strange country with a giant in it. To choose

another and more respectable illustration : In Book VI of Vergil’s

Aeneid, we are told how Aeneas descended into the Cave of

Avernus with the Sibyl and walked from there into the Other

World. If we wished to make the narrative of the illustrious poet

intelligible, how should we set about it? We should suppose that

Aeneas did go down into the cave, but that once he was there he

suffered a change of consciousness, and all the strange experiences

which happened afterwards—seeing the River Styx, the Elysian

Fields and the rest—were part of a dream or vision which he had.

The space he passed through in his journey was an image-space,

and the River Styx was not three Roman miles, or any other

number of miles, from the cave in which his body was.

It follows that when we speak of ‘passing’ from this world to

the next, this passage is not to be thought of as any sort of move-
ment in space. It should rather be thought of as a change of

consciousness, analogous to the change which occurs when we
‘pass’ from waking experience to dreaming. It would be a change

from the perceptual type of consciousness to another type of con-

1 Conceivably its geometrical structure might also be different from
the geometrical structure of the physical world. In that case the space

of the Next World would not only be other than the space of the physical

world, but would also be a different sort of space.
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sciousness in which perception ceases and imaging replaces it,

but unlike the change from waking consciousness to dreaming
in being irreversible. I suppose that nearly everyone nowadays
who talks of ‘passing’ from this world to the other does think of the

transition in this way, as some kind of irreversible change of

consciousness, and not as a literal spatial transition in which one

goes from one place to another place.

So much for the question ‘where the next world is’, if there be

one. I have tried to show that if the next world is conceived as a

world of mental images, the question simply does not arise. I

now turn to another difficulty. It may be felt that an image-

world is somehow a deception and a sham, not a real world at all.

I have said that it would be a kind of dream-world. Now when one

has a dream in this life, surely the things one is aware of in the

dream are not real things. No doubt the dreamer really does

have various mental images. These images do actually occur.

But this is not all that happens. As a result of having these images,

the dreamer believes, or takes for granted, that various material

objects exist and various physical events occur
;

and these

beliefs are mistaken. For example, he believes that there is a

wall in front of him and that by a mere effort of will he succeeds

in flying over the top of it. But the wall did not really exist, and
he did not really fly over the top of it. He was in a state of

delusion. Because of the images which he did really have, there

seemed to him to be various objects and events which did not

really exist at all. Similarly, you may argue, it may seem to dis-

carnate minds (if indeed there are such) that there is a world in

which they live, and a world not unlike this one. If they have

mental images of the appropriate sort, it may even seem to them
that they have bodies not unlike the ones they had in this life.

But surely they will be mistaken? It is all very well to say, with

the poet, that ‘dreams are real while they last’—that dream-objects

are only called ‘unreal’ when one wakes up, and normal sense

perceptions begin to occur with which the dream experiences

can be contrasted. And it is all very well to conclude from this

that if one did not wake up, if the change from sense-perception

to imaging were irreversible, one would not call one’s dream
objects unreal, because there would then be nothing with which to

contrast them. But would they not still be unreal for all that?

Surely discarnate minds, according to my account of them, would
be in a state of permanent delusion

;
whereas a dreamer in this

life (fortunately for him) is only in a temporary one. And the

fact that a delusion goes on for a long time, even for ever and ever,

13
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does not make it any the less delusive. Delusions do not turn

themselves into realities just by going on and on. Nor are they

turned into realities by the fact that their victim is deprived of the

power of detecting their delusiveness.

Now, of course, if it were true that the next life (supposing

there is one) is a condition of permanent delusion, we should

just have to put up with it. We might not like it
;
we might

think that a state of permanent delusion is a bad state to be in.

But our likes and dislikes are irrelevant to the question. I would
suggest, however, that this argument about the ‘delusiveness’ or

‘unreality’ of an image-world is based on a confusion.

One may doubt whether there is any clear meaning in using the

words ‘real’ and ‘unreal’ tout court
,

in this perfectly general

and unspecified way. One may properly say, ‘this is real silver,

and that is not’, ‘this is a real pearl and that is not’, or again ‘this

is a real pool of water, and that is only a mirage’. The point here

is that something X is mistakenly believed to be something else Y,

because it does resemble Y in some respects. It makes perfectly

good sense, then, to say that X is not really Y. This piece of

plated brass is not real silver, true enough. It only looks like

silver. But for all that, it cannot be called ‘unreal’ in the un-

qualified sense, in the sense of not existing at all. Even the mirage

is something, though it is not the pool of water you took it to be.

It is a perfectly good set of visual appearances, though it is not

related to other appearances in the way you thought it was
;

for example, it does not have the relations to tactual appearances,

or to visual appearances from other places, which you expected

it to have. You may properly say that the mirage is not a real

pool of water, or even that it is not a real physical object, and that

anyone who thinks it is must be a in a state of delusion. But there

is no clear meaning in saying that it is just ‘unreal’ tout court,

without any further specification or explanation. In short, when
the word ‘unreal’ is applied to something, one means that it is

different from something else, with which it might be mistakenly

identified
;

what that something else is may not be explicitly

stated, but it can be gathered from the context.

What, then, could people mean by saying that a next world
such as I have described would be ‘unreal’ ? If they are saying

anything intelligible, they must mean that it is different from
something else, something else which it does resemble in some
respects, and might therefore be confused with. And what is that

something else? It is this present physical world in which we now
live. An image-world, then, is only ‘unreal’ in the sense that it

is not really physical, though it might be mistakenly thought to

14
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be physical by some of those who experience it. But this only

amounts to saying that the world I am describing would be an

other world, other than this present physical world, which is just

what it ought to be
;
other than this present physical world, and

yet sufficiently like it to be possibly confused with it, because

images do resemble percepts. And what would this otherness

consist in? First, in the fact that it is in a space which is other

than physical space
;

secondly, and still more important, in the

fact that the causal laws of an image-world would be different

from the laws of physics. And this is also our ground for saying

that the events we experience in dreams are ‘unreal’, that is, not

really physical, though mistakenly believed by the dreamer to be

so. They do in some ways closely resemble physical events, and
that is why the mistake is possible. But the causal laws of their

occurrence are quite different, as we recognise when we wake up
;

and just occasionally we recognise it even while we are still asleep.

Now let us consider the argument that the inhabitants of the

Other World, as I have described it, would be in a state of delu-

sion. I admit that some of them might be. That would be the

condition of the people described in the mediumistic communica-
tions already referred to—the people who ‘do not realise that they

are dead’. Because their images are so like the normal percepts

they were accustomed to in this life, they believe mistakenly

that they are still living in the physical world. But, as I have

already tried to explain, their state of delusion need not be
permanent and irremediable. By attending to the relations

between one image and another, and applying the ordinary

inductive methods by which we ourselves have discovered the

causal laws of this present world in which we live, they too could

discover in time what the causal laws of their world are. These
laws, we may suppose, would be more like the laws of Freudian

psychology than the laws of physics. And once the discovery

was made, they would be cured of their delusion. They would
find out, perhaps with surprise, that the world they were experi-

encing was other than the physical world which they experienced

before, even though in some respects like it.

Let us now try to explore the conception of a world of mental
images a little more fully. Would it not be a

‘

subjective ’ world?

And surely there would be many different next worlds, not just

one
;
and each of them would be private. Indeed, would there not

be as many next worlds as there are discarnate minds, and each of

them wholly private to the mind which experiences it? In short,

it may seem that each of us, when dead, would have his own
15
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dream world, and there would be no common or public Next ~

World at all.

‘Subjective’, perhaps, is rather a slippery word. Certainly, an
image world would have to be subjective in the sense of being

mind-dependent, dependent for its existence upon mental pro-

cesses of one sort or another
;

images, after all, are mental

entities. But I do not think that such a world need be completely

private, if telepathy occurs in the next life. I have already

mentioned the part which telepathic apparitions might play in it,

in connection with Mr Flew’s contention that ‘people are what
you meet’.1 But there is more to be said. It is reasonable to

suppose that in a disembodied state telepathy would occur more
frequently than it does now. It seems likely that in this present

life our telepathic powers are constantly being inhibited by our
need to adjust ourselves to our physical environment. It even

seems likely that many telepathic ‘impressions’ which we receive

at the unconscious level are shut out from consciousness by a kind

of biologically-motivated censorship. Once the pressure of bio-

logical needs is removed, we might expect that telepathy would
occur continually, and manifest itself in consciousness by modify-

ing and adding to the images which one experiences. (Even in

this life, after all, some dreams are telepathic.)

If this is right, an image-world such as I am describing would
not be the product of one single mind only, nor would it be purely

private. It would be the joint-product of a group of telepathically-

interacting minds and public to all of them. Nevertheless, one
would not expect it to have unrestricted publicity. It is likely

that there would still be many next worlds, a different one for each

group of like-minded personalities. I admit I am not quite sure

what might be meant by ‘like-minded’ and ‘unlike-minded’ in

this connection. Perhaps we could say that two personalities are

like-minded if their memories or their characters are sufficiently

similar. It might be that Nero and Marcus Aurelius do not have

a world in common, but Socrates and Marcus Aurelius do.

So far, we have a picture of many ‘semi-public’ next worlds, if

one may put it so
;
each of them composed of mental images, and

yet not wholly private for all that, but public to a limited group

of telepathically-interacting minds. Or, if you like, after death

everyone does have his own dream, but there is still some overlap

between one person’s dream and another’s, because of telepathy.

I have said that such a world would be mind-dependent, even

though dependent on a group of minds rather than a single mind.

In what way would it be mind-dependent? Presumably in the
1 Cf. pp. 9-10, above.
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same way as dreams are now. It would be dependent on the

memories and the desires of the persons who experienced it. Their
memories and their desires would determine what sort of images

they had. If I may put it so, the ‘stuff’ or ‘material’ of such a

world would come in the end from one’s memories, and the

‘form’ of it from one’s desires. To use another analogy, memory
would provide the pigments, and desire would paint the picture.

One might expect, I think, that desires which had been unsatisfied

in one’s earthly life would play a specially important part in the

process. That may seem an agreeable prospect. But there is

another which is less agreeable. Desires which had been repressed

in one’s earthly life, because it was too painful or too disgraceful

to admit that one had them, might also play a part, and perhaps

an important part, in determining what images one would have
in the next. And the same might be true of repressed memories.

It may be suggested that what Freud (in one stage of his thought)

called ‘the censor’—the force or barrier or mechanism which
keeps some of our desires and memories out of consciousness, or

only lets them in when they disguise themselves in symbolic and
distorted forms—operates only in this present life and not in the

next. However we conceive of ‘the censor’, it does seem to be a

device for enabling us to adapt ourselves to our environment.

And when we no longer have an environment, one would expect

that the barrier would come down.
We can now see that an after-death world of mental images can

also be quite reasonably described in the terminology of the

Hindu thinkers as ‘a world of desire’ {Kama Loka). Indeed, this

is just what we should expect if we assume that dreams, in this

present life, are the best available clue to what the next life might
be like. Such a world could also be described as ‘a world of

memories’
;
because imaging, in the end, is a function of memory,

one of the ways in which our memory-dispositions manifest

themselves. But this description would be less apt, even though
correct as far as it goes. To use the same rather inadequate

language as before, the ‘materials’ out of which an image-world is

composed would have to come from the memories of the mind
or group of minds whose world it is. But it would be their desires

(including those repressed in earthly life) which determined the

ways in which these memories were used, the precise kind of

dream which was built up out of them or on the basis of them.

It will, of course, be objected that memories cannot exist in the

absence of a physical brain, nor yet desires, nor images either.

But this proposition, however plausible, is after all just an empiri-

cal hypothesis, not a necessary truth. Certainly there is empirical
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evidence in favour of it. But there is also empirical evidence

against it. Broadly speaking one might say, perhaps, that the

‘normal’ evidence tends to support this Materialistic or Epi-

phenomenalist theory of memories, images and desires, whereas

the ‘supernormal’ evidence on the whole tends to weaken the

Materialist or Epiphenomenalist theory of human personality

(of which this hypothesis about the brain-dependent character of

memories, images and desires is a part). Moreover, any evidence

which directly supports the Survival Hypothesis (and there is quite

a lot of evidence which does, provided we are prepared to admit

that the Survival Hypothesis is intelligible at all) is pro tanto

evidence against the Materialistic conception of human person-

ality.

In this lecture, I am not of course trying to argue in favour of

the Survival Hypothesis. I am only concerned with the more
modest task of trying to make it intelligible. All I want to

maintain, then, is that there is nothing self-contradictory or logi-

cally absurd in the hypothesis that memories, desires and images

can exist in the absence of a physical brain. The hypothesis

may, of course, be false. My point is only that it is not absurd
;

or, if you like, that it is at any rate intelligible, whether true or not.

To put the question in another way, when we are trying to work
out for ourselves what sort of thing a discarnate life might con-

ceivably be (if there is one) we have to ask what kind of equipment
,

so to speak, a discarnate mind might be supposed to have. It

cannot have the power of sense-perception, nor the power of

acting on the physical world by means of efferent nerves, muscles

and limbs. What would it have left? What could we take out

with us, as it were, when we pass from this life to the next?

What we take out with us, I suggest, can only be our memories and
desires, and the power of constructing out of them an image

world to suit us. Obviously we cannot take our material posses-

sions out with us
;
but I do not think this is any great loss, for

if we remember them well enough and are sufficiently attached

to them, we shall be able to construct image-replicas of them
which will be just as good, and perhaps better.

In this connection I should like to mention a point which has

been made several times before. Both Whately Carington and
Professor Ducasse have referred to it, and no doubt other writers

have. But I believe it is of some importance and worth repeating.

Ecclesiastically-minded critics sometimes speak rather scathingly

of the ‘materialistic’ character of mediumistic communications.

They are not at all edified by these descriptions of agreeable

houses, beautiful landscapes, gardens and the rest. And then, of
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course, there is Raymond Lodge’s notorious cigar. These critics

complain that the Next World as described in these communica-
tions is no more than a reproduction of this one, slightly improved
perhaps. And the argument apparently is that the ‘materialistic’

character of the communications is evidence against their genuine-

ness. On the contrary, as far as it goes, it is evidence for their

genuineness. Most people in this life do like material objects

and are deeply interested in them. This may be deplorable, but

there it is. If so, the image-world they would create for them-

selves in the next life might be expected to have just the ‘material-

istic’ character of which these critics complain. If one had been

fond of nice houses and pleasant gardens in this life, the image-

world one would create for oneself in the next might be expected

to contain image-replicas of such objects, and one would make
these replicas as like ‘the real thing’ as one’s memories permitted

;

with the help, perhaps, of telepathic influences from other minds
whose tastes were similar. This would be all the more likely to

happen if one had not been able to enjoy such things in this

present life as much as one could wish.

But possibly I have misunderstood the objection which these

ecclesiastical critics are making. Perhaps they are saying that if

the Next World is like this, life after death is not worth having.

Well and good. If they would prefer a different sort of Next
World, and find the one described in these communications

insipid or unsatisfying to their aspirations, then they can expect

to get a different one—in fact, just the sort of next world they want.

They have overlooked a crucial point which seems almost obvious
;

that if there is an after-death life at all, there must surely be
many next worlds, separate from and as it were impenetrable to

one another, corresponding to the different desires which different

groups of discarnate personalities have .
1

The belief in life after death is often dismissed as ‘mere wish-

fulfilment’. Now it will be noticed that the Next World as I have
been trying to conceive of it is precisely a wish-fulfilment world,

in much the same sense in which some dreams are described as

wish-fulfilments. Should not this make a rational man very

suspicious of the ideas I am putting before you? Surely this

account of the Other World is ‘too good to be true’ ? I think not.

Here we must distinguish two different questions. The question

whether human personality continues to exist after death is a

question of fact, and wishes have nothing to do with it one way
or the other. But if the answer to this factual question were ‘Yes’

1 Cf. p. 16 above.
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(and I emphasise the ‘if’), wishes might have a very great deal to

do with the kind of world which discarnate beings would live in.

Perhaps it may be helpful to consider a parallel case. It is a

question of fact whether dreams occur in this present life. It has

to be settled by empirical investigation, and the wishes of the

investigators have nothing to do with it. It is just a question of

what the empirical facts are, whether one likes them or not.

Nevertheless, granting that dreams do occur, a man’s wishes

might well have a very great deal to do with determining what the

content of his dreams is to be ;
especially unconscious wishes on

the one hand, and on the other, conscious wishes which are not

satisfied in waking life. Of course the parallel is not exact. There
is one very important difference between the two cases. With
dreams, the question of fact is settled. It is quite certain that

many people do have dreams. But in the case of Survival, the

question of fact is not settled, or not at present. It is still true,

however, that though wishes have nothing to do with it, they

might have a very great deal to do with the kind of world we
should live in after death, if we survive death at all.

But perhaps this does not altogether dispose of the objection

that my account of the Other World is ‘too good to be true’.

Surely a sober-minded and cautious person would be very shy

of believing that there is, or even could be, a world in which all

our wishes are fulfilled? How very suspicious we are about

travellers’ tales of Eldorado or descriptions of idyllic South Sea

islands! Certainly we are, and on good empirical grounds.

For they are tales about this present material world
;

and we
know that matter is very often recalcitrant to human wishes. But
in a dream-world Desire is king. This objection would only

hold good if the world I am describing were supposed to be some
part of the material world—another planet perhaps, or the Earthly

Paradise of which some poets have written. But the Next World
as I am trying to conceive of it (or rather Next Worlds, for we
have seen that there would be many different ones) is not of course

supposed to be a part of the material world at all. It is a dream-
like world of mental images. True enough, some of these images

might be expected to resemble some of the material objects with

which we are familiar now
;
but only if, and to the extent that, their

percipients wanted this resemblance to exist. There is every

reason, then, for being suspicious about descriptions of this

present material world, or alleged parts of it, on the ground
that they are ‘too good to be true’

;
but when it is a ‘country

of the mind’ (if one may say so) which is being described, these

suspicions are groundless. A purely mind-dependent world,
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if such a world there be, would have to be a wish-fulfilment

world.

Nevertheless, likes and dislikes, however irrelevant they may
be, do of course have a powerful psychological influence upon
us when we consider the problem of Survival

;
not only when we

consider the factual evidence for or against, but also when we are

merely considering the theoretical implications of the Survival

Hypothesis itself, as I am doing now. It is therefore worth while

to point out that the Next World as I am conceiving of it need not

necessarily be an agreeable place at all. If arguments about what
is good or what is bad did have any relevance, a case could be
made out for saying that this conception of the Next World is

‘too bad to be true’, rather than too good. As we have seen, we
should have to reckon with many different Next Worlds, not just

with one. The world you would experience after death would
depend upon the kind of person that you are. And if what I have

said so far has any sense in it, we can easily conceive that some
people’s Next Worlds would be much more like purgatories than

paradises—and pretty unpleasant purgatories too.

This is because there are conflicting desires within the same
person. Few people, if any, are completely integrated personal-

ities, though some people come nearer to it than others. And
sometimes when a man’s desires appear (even to himself) to be
more or less harmonious with one another, the appearance is

deceptive. His conscious desires do not conflict with one another,

or not much
;
but this harmony has only been achieved at the

cost of repression. He has unconscious desires which conflict

with the neatly organised pattern of his conscious life. If I was
right in suggesting that repression is a biological phenomenon,
if the ‘threshold’ between conscious and unconscious no longer

operates in a disembodied state, or operates much less effectively,

this seeming harmony will vanish after the man is dead. To use

scriptural language, the secrets of his heart will be revealed—at

any rate to himself. These formerly repressed desires will mani-
fest themselves by appropriate images, and these images might be
exceedingly horrifying—as some dream-images are in this present

life, and for the same reason. True enough, they will be ‘wish-

fulfilment’ images, like everything else that he experiences in the

Next World as I am conceiving it. But the wishes they fulfil

will conflict with other wishes which he also has. And the

emotional state which results might be worse than the worst

nightmare
;
worse, because the dreamer cannot wake up from it.

For example, in his after-death dream world he finds himself

doing appallingly cruel actions. He never did them in his earthly
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life. Yet the desire to do them was there, even though repressed

and unacknowledged. And now the lid is off, and this cruel desire

fulfils itself by creating appropriate images. But unfortunately

for his comfort, he has benevolent desires as well, perhaps quite

strong ones
;
and so he is distressed and even horrified by these

images, even though there is also a sense in which they are just

the ones he wanted. Of course his benevolent desires too may be
expected to manifest themselves by appropriate wish-fulfilment

images. But because there is this conflict in his nature, they will

not wholly satisfy him either. There will be something in him
which rejects them as tedious and insipid. It is a question of

the point of view, if one cares to put it so. Suppose a person has

two conflicting desires A and B. Then from the point of view of

desire A, the images which fulfil desire B will be unsatisfying,

or unpleasant, or even horrifying
;
and vice versa from the point

ofview of desire B. And unfortunately, both points of view belong

to the same person. He occupies both of them at once.

This is not all. If psycho-analysts are right, there is such a

thing as a desire to be punished. Most people, we are told, have

guilt-feelings which are more or less repressed
;
we have desires,

unacknowledged or only half-acknowledged, to suffer for the

wrongs we have done. These desires too will have their way in

the Next World, if my picture of it is right, and will manifest

themselves by images which fulfil them. It is not a very pleasant

prospect, and I need not elaborate it. But it looks as if everyone

would experience an image-purgatory which exactly suits him.

It is true that his unpleasant experiences would not literally be

punishments, any more than terrifying dreams are in this present

life. They would not be inflicted upon him by any external judge
;

though, of course, if we are Theists, we shall hold that the laws

of nature, in other worlds as in this one, are in the end dependent

on the will of a Divine Creator. Each man’s purgatory would be

just the automatic consequence of his own desires
;

if you like,

he would punish himself by having just those images which his

own good-feelings demand. But, if there is any consolation in it,

he would have these unpleasant experiences because he wanted
to have them

;
exceedingly unpleasant as they might be, there

would still be something in him which was satisfied by them.

There is another aspect of the conflict of desires. Every adult

person has what we call ‘a character’
;

a set of more or less settled

and permanent desires, with the corresponding emotional dis-

positions, expressing themselves in a more or less predictable

pattern of thoughts, feelings, and actions. But it is perfectly

possible to desire that one’s character should be different, perhaps
22
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very different, from what it is at present. This is what philoso-

phers call a ‘second-order’ desire, a desire that some of one’s own
desires should be altered. Such second-order desires are not

necessarily ineffective, as New Year resolutions are supposed to be.

People can within limits alter their own characters, and sometimes

do
;
and if they succeed in doing so, it is in the end because they

want to. But these ‘second-order’ desires—desires to alter one’s

own character—are seldom effective immediately
;

and even

when they appear to be, as in some cases of religious conversion,

there has probably been a long period of subconscious or uncon-
scious preparation first. To be effective, desires of this sort

must occur again and again. I must go on wishing to be more
generous or less timid, and not just wish it on New Year’s day

;

I must train myself to act habitually—and think too—in the way
that I should act and think if I possessed the altered character for

which I wish. From the point of view of the present moment,
however, one’s character is something fixed and given. The wish

I have at half-past twelve to-day will do nothing, or almost

nothing, to alter it.

These remarks may seem very remote from the topic I am sup-

posed to be discussing. But they have a direct bearing on a

question which has been mentioned before :
1 whether, or in what

sense, the Next World as I am conceiving of it should be called a

‘subjective’ world. As I have said already, a Next World such as

I have described would be subjective, in the sense of mind-

dependent. The minds which experience it would also have

created it. It would just be the manifestation of their own
memories and desires, even though it might be the joint creation

of a number of telepathically interacting minds, and therefore

not wholly private. But there is a sense in which it might have a

certain objectivity all the same. One thing we mean by calling

something ‘objective’ is that it is so whether we like it or not, and

even if we dislike it. This is also what we mean by talking about

‘hard facts’ or ‘stubborn facts’.

At first sight it may seem that in an image-world such as I have

described there could be no hard facts or stubborn facts, and

nothing objective in this sense of the word ‘objective’. How could

there be, if the world we experience is itself a wish-fulfilment

world? But a man’s character is in this sense ‘objective’
;
objec-

tive in the sense that he has it whether he likes it or not. And
facts about his character are as ‘hard’ or ‘stubborn’ as any.

Whether I like it or not, and even though I dislike it, it is a hard

fact about me that I am timid or spiteful, that I am fond of

1
p. 15, above.
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eating oysters or averse from talking French. I may wish some-
times that these habitual desires and aversions of mine were
different, but at any particular moment this wish will do little

or nothing to alter them. In the short run, a man’s permanent
and habitual desires are something ‘given’, which he must accept

and put up with as best he can, even though in the very long run
they are alterable.

Now in the next life, according to my picture of it, it would be
these permanent and habitual desires which would determine the

nature of the world in which a person has to live. His world
would be, so to speak, the outgrowth of his character

;
it would be

his own character represented to him in the form of dream-like

images. There is therefore a sense in which he gets exactly the

sort of world he wants, whatever internal conflicts there may be
between one of these wants and another. Yet he may very well

dislike having the sort of character he does have. In the short

run, as I have said, his character is something fixed and given,

and objective in the sense that he has that character whether he
likes it or not. Accordingly his image-world is also objective in

the same sense. It is objective in the sense that it insists on pre-

senting itself to him whether he likes it or not.

To look at the same point in another way : the Next World as

I am picturing it may be a very queer sort of world, but still it

would be subject to causal laws. The laws would not, of course,

be the laws of physics. As I have suggested already, they might
be expected to be more like the laws of Freudian psychology. But
they would be laws all the same, and objective in the sense that they

hold good whether one liked it or not. And if we do dislike the

image-world which our desires and memories create for us—if,

when we get what we want, we are horrified to discover what
things they were which we wanted—we shall have to set about
altering our characters, which might be a very long and painful

process.

Some people tell us, of course, that all desires, even the most
permanent and habitual ones, will wear themselves out in time

by the mere process of being satisfied. It may be so, and perhaps
there is some comfort in the thought. In that case the dream-like

image world of which I have been speaking would only be tem-
porary, and we should have to ask whether after the Next World
there is a next but one. The problem of Survival would then

arise again in a new form. We should have to ask whether
personal identity could still be preserved when we were no longer

even dreaming. It could, I think, be preserved through the tran-

sition from this present perceptible world to a dream-like image
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world of the kind I have been describing. But if even imaging

were to cease, would there be anything left of human personality

at all? Or would the state of existence—if any—which followed

be one to which the notion of personality, at any rate our present

notion, no longer had any application? I think that these are

questions upon which it is unprofitable and perhaps impossible

to speculate. (If anyone wishes to make the attempt, I can only

advise him to consult the writings of the mystics, both Western
and Oriental.) It is quite enough for us to consider what the next

world might conceivably be like, and some of you may think that

even this is too much.
Before I end, I should like to make one concluding remark.

You may have noticed that the Next World, according to my
account of it, is not at all unlike what some metaphysicians say

this world is. In the philosophy of Schopenhauer, this present

world itself, in which we now live, is a world of ‘will and idea’.

And so it is in Berkeley’s philosophy too
;

material objects are

just collections of ‘ideas’, though according to Berkeley the will

which presents these ideas to us is the will of God, acting directly

upon us in a way which is in effect telepathic. Could it be that

these Idealist metaphysicians have given us a substantially correct

picture of the next world, though a mistaken picture of this one?

The study of metaphysical theories is out of fashion nowadays.

But perhaps students of psychical research would do well to pay
some attention to them. If there are other worlds than this (again

I emphasise the ‘if’) who knows whether with some stratum of our
personalities we are not living in them now, as well as in this

present one which conscious sense-perception discloses? Such a

repressed and unconscious awareness of a world different from
this one might be expected to break through into consciousness

occasionally in the course of human history, very likely in a

distorted form, and this might be the source of those very queer

ideas which we read of with so much incredulity and astonishment

in the writings of some speculative metaphysicians. Not knowing
their source, they mistakenly applied these ideas to this world
in which we now live, embellishing them sometimes with an
elaborate fafade of deductive reasoning. Viewed in cold blood

and with a sceptical eye, their attempts may appear extremely

unconvincing, and their deductive reasoning fallacious. But
perhaps, without knowing it, they may have valuable hints to

give us if we are trying to form some conception, however ten-

tative, of ‘another world’. And this is something we must try to

do if we take the problem of Survival seriously.
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